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Feel Healthier. Enjoy More.

Try ALL of Sisel’s High Performance Products

We hold ourselves to the highest possible 
standard of ingredient integrity. We will 

always give you the safest, most effective, 
non-toxic ingredients to keep your life and 

family safe, healthy, and happy.

To learn more, contact:

Learn more about our amazing business opportunity at www.sisel.net

The Problem with Cellular Decline

Cells divide and maintain replacement cells so that the body 
can grow. Once the cell has reached its maximum division rate 
and degenerative decay, it becomes senescent. The cell then 
emits a mixture of toxic molecules marking it for elimination 
by the body’s immune system to allow for continued cellular 
regeneration.

As we age our immune system becomes dumbed down due 
to decay and can fail to fully recognize these toxic senescent 
cells. Left unchecked, senescent cells will continue to pump 
out extremely dangerous chemicals as a call for help. When 
no help comes, these same toxins can damage the healthy 
systems around them causing myriad problems, including 
accelerated aging.

The Wrecking and Cleaning Crew

If senescent cells are like an old building, consider Stem-O-lytic 
and apoptosis as the wrecking crew. Once done demolishing the 
building, all kinds of debris remain preventing the construction of a 
new one. The immune system cleanup crew comes in to clear 
the rubble.* 

The process of demolition and clean up of senescent cells is 
ongoing daily. For best results, take Stem-O-lytic every other 
day–one day for demolition and the other for clean up.

  * These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 
    This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.
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Scientists made a critical anti-aging discovery when they observed 
that cells have a limited number of divisions before they become 
dormant or senescent. This limitation is due to the shortening of 
telomeres accompanied by decay and degeneration in stem cells. 

Under normal conditions—and through a process called 
apoptosis—these cells naturally die off and are destroyed by 
the immune system. 

However, as we age—and due to immune system deterioration 
and certain environmental conditions—these senescent 
cells can hang around and emit terrible toxins that can affect 
normal cells. This build up of senescent stem cells can have 
a devastating, negative impact on healthy systems and can 
accelerate the aging process.
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Step 1 – The A.G.E. Pill helps maintain and restore 
youthfulness to active stem cells by supporting the 
clearing out of cellular garbage and build up that can 
inhibit normal cell function. This powerful formulation 
feeds your stem cells with nutraceutical precursors to 
enhance the cell’s ability to repair, regenerate, restore 
itself, and to produce energy-giving NAD+.*
 
Step 2 – TSX supports long telomeres, which protect 
our genetic data and are believed to be important for 
rapid, youthful regeneration of new replacement cells 
by stem cells.*

Step 3 – Stem-O-lytic helps support and maintain 
the immune system’s role in apoptosis and autophagy 
(the consumption of inhibiting biological waste 
created from cellular death).*

Step 4 – H2 STIX create Diatomic Hydrogen (H2) 
water. As the smallest molecule in existence, 
hydrogen will pass into most of the body’s 30 to 40 
trillion cells, supporting a wide range of hydrogen-
dependent biological activities in creating energy and 
neutralizing toxins and free radicals.*  
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Sisel’s Stem-O-lytic is a broad spectrum, proprietary 
blend of eight diverse and powerful natural senolytic 
compounds to not only encourage selective apoptosis but 
to assist the immune system in clearing out toxic cellular 
debris. This ongoing process facilitates the production of 
new replacement stem cells, thus increasing longevity and 
youthfulness and ending or delaying the effects of aging.*

One Size Does NOT Fit All

Since there are 220 kinds of senescent stem cells using 
different mechanisms to resist apoptosis, Sisel formulated 
a broad range, Super 8 Senolytic complex of apoptosis-
supporting agents to maximize results.*

Stem-O-lytic Super 8 Complex

• Quercetin is a natural flavanol compound 
derived in phytosome form for easy absorption in 
the bloodstream that can dramatically support a 
decrease in the number of senescent cells.*

• Fisetin is considered the most powerful natural 
senolytic compound and has been known to 
promote longevity.*

• Sclareol Extract has been shown to have 
tremendous apoptotic support without 
damaging healthy cells.*

• Apigenin is a flavonoid that is found in many Chinese 
medicinal herbs. Specifically, Apigenin has many 
compelling physiological functions including intense 
support for promoting apoptosis.*

• Curcumin is a highly effective ingredient that 
supports apoptosis, keeps the immune system 
functioning optimally, and is thought to be especially 
effective in brain health.*

• N-Acetyl Cysteine supports the production of 
Glutathione, which plays an important role in the 
body’s detoxification process and as a regenerative 
antioxidant that can bolster the immune system and 
support apoptosis.*

• Piperlongumine Root Extract (Piper Nigrum L.) 
aids in the absorption of the other Super 8 Complex 
ingredients and has powerful apoptotic support for 
the immune system.*

• Pyridoxine is an effective ingredient that supports 
the body’s naturally programmed cellular death 
mechanism (apoptosis).*


